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1 Claim. (01. 229-23) 

This invention relates to boxes primarily for related portions and also is placed over the cover 
cigars or may be successfully employed for other I2 thereby hinging the cover to the outer sec 
purposes, and has for the primary object the tion of the box. The blank shown in Figure 4 
provision of a simple and inexpensive device of when assembled to form the inner section is 

5 this character which will be durable and ef?- placed within the outer section and snugly ?ts 
cient and may be manufactured and sold at a the latter completing the body ll of the box with 
low cost. the cover I2 hinged thereto. The inner and 
With these and other objects in View, this in- outer sections of the body ll may be separated 

vention consists in certain novel features of con- and assembled readily and when separated may 
10 struction, combination and arrangement of parts be folded for shipment. The front and rear 10 

to be hereinafter more fully described and walls of the body H are of less height than the 
claimed. end walls so that when the cover [2 is in body 
For a complete understanding of my invention, closing position it will lie flush with the upper 

reference is to be had to the following descrip- edges of the end walls. 
15 tion and accompanying drawing, in which A box of the character described is simple in 15 

Figure 1 is a transverse Sectional View iiius- construction and easy and economical to man' 
trating a box constructed in accordance with my ufacture and may be made of various shapes 
invention and from any material suitable for the pur 

Figure 2 is alongitudinal sectional view illus- pose. 
20 treting the Seme- ‘ Having described the invention; I claim: 20 

Figure 3 is a perspective view illustrating the A box cgmprising a body including inner and 
Outer Section Of the body of the bOX and Show- outer sections separable from one another and 
111E the Same Partly Collapsed- 01‘ felded- each foldable, said inner section including a 
Figure 4 is a plan view showing the blank from bottom Wall providing a, bottom for Said body 

25 which the inner Section of the body of the box and side walls integral with the bottom wall and 25 
is eehstl‘lleted- foldable relative thereto, said outer section in 

Referl‘ing in detail to the drawing, the numeral eluding integrally connected side walls adapted 
H indicates the body of the box and I2 the cover to 1-11; Over the side Walls of the‘ inner section 
for the hOX- The body Comprises inner and Outer and cooperate therewith in forming end, front 

30 sections separable from each other and which and rear walls to the body, said side walls of 39 
may be readily folded- 01‘ Collapsed when disas- the outer section being foldable relative to each 
sembled. The inner section is madefrom a blank other, a cover hinged on one of the walls of the 
and the latter is clearly Shown in Figure 4- The outer section to provide a closure for the body, 
blank Comprises the Well Iit and the flaps M 1h- and a covering placed over the cover and the 

35 tegral therewith- The material of the blank iS outer section and secured to said cover and outer 35 
weakened on the dotted lines so that the ?aps section to hinge the cover to the outer section 
may swing relative to the wall l3. The outer and to retain the walls of the outer section as 
section is made from a strip bent to form the sembled with the inner section removable from 
angularly related portions 15. A covering “5 is the outer section. ' 

40 glued or otherwise secured over the angularly EDWIN J. HUTCHISON. 40 


